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HunterTM provides analysts with an
efficient workspace to search for, identify
and visualize intelligence from multiple
sources
From phishing attacks and ransomware, to insider attacks or account takeover, organizations and
individuals face a range of cyber threats on a daily basis.
Cybercriminals operate with a level of anonymity, using underground forums, aliases and
cryptocurrency to obfuscate their activities and their identities. This makes the job of the
intelligence analyst increasingly difficult, requiring innovative methods of data scouring and
collection to uncover intelligence that will move an investigation forward or disrupt an adversary.

HunterTM is an intuitive investigations platform designed to improve and simplify the job of an
Intelligence Analyst, and:

•
•
•

bring together data from a range of complimentary sources
provide control of their investigation
enable the visualization of intelligence in a graphical format).

Range of sources
HunterTM makes use of data from
multiple sources which
complement each other,
enabling you to more easily find
intelligence of relevance to your
investigation. Using the
Constella data lake you will have
access to over 25 Billion breach
records as well as search
engines, social media, Passive
DNS, Pastebins and Dark web
data.

Constella
data lake
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Search and Results
Using a simple and intuitive search bar you can search for over 30 different attributes and
keywords across multiple sources either individually or one at a time to focus your search.

•
•
•

Link data from different sources and easily move between them
Search the Constella data lake to access over 25 billion breach records as well as search
engines, social media, Passive DNS, Pastebins and dark web data
Conduct a bulk search, identify related searches, view your search history and investigate
domain exposure

Results will be provided by source with the option to ‘pivot’ on them and investigate in more detail,
such as identifying accounts using the same password and searching for social media profiles.

Visualizations
Using the graph workspace you can visualize
intelligence you have identified from within the
platform. Easily add information to the graph,
change the shape, view metadata and control
how your investigation is viewed.
The graph is fully controlled by the analyst, so
you can add, delete, move nodes, as well as
change the size of the screen for a more
focused view of the graph.

Investigation Management
The HunterTM investigations platform expediates conducting multiple investigations simultaneously,
enables users to reference historic investigations, and mitigates loss of data, and collaborating with
colleagues.
●
●
●

Create as many investigations as you need, providing a description, and a date stamp, or
delete investigations as needed
Share investigations with your colleagues to work collaboratively, with ‘read only’ or ‘full
access’
Create notes and graphs for your investigation, which are automatically updated with data
on who last modified the content
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Other Capabilities: Targets, Saved Data, Record Navigation, Tasks
Contact Us today to schedule your complimentary demo.
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About Constella
Constella is an identity intelligence and
attribution analysis company empowering intel
analysts, security researchers, criminal
investigators and identity protection providers
with capabilities to unmask adversaries and
prevent fraud, identity theft, account takeover,
and cyber espionage. The Constella team is
comprised of intelligence community analysts,
infosec pioneers and tech entrepreneurs with a
single mission: to disrupt cyber-enabled crime at
the source - the people behind the attacks.

It powers Constella Hunter™ - an identity
intelligence and attribution analysis platform –
used by anti-money laundering, fraud and
financial crime intel units, and advanced
security operations centers. Constella data
lake also fuels Constella Intelligence API™ - a
dark web monitoring solution – used by some
of the largest identity theft protection service
providers, security vendors, and enterprises to
alert millions of consumers of exposed
personal information.

Constella continuously validates then archives
identity records collected from data breaches
and leaks exposed in the deep and dark web into
the Constella data lake.

The Constella team is comprised of
intelligence community analysts, InfoSec
pioneers and tech entrepreneurs with a single
mission: to disrupt cyber-enabled crime at the
source - the people behind the attacks.

To learn more
Constella Headquarters

Los Altos, USA
Virginia, USA
Sao Paulo, Brazil
Madrid, Spain
Telangana, India
/Constella

@Constellaintel
Copyright. 2020. Constella
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